experimentally and numerically investigated by Panich et al. [24] . Ozturk et al. [25] applied Hill's 48, Barlat89, and YLD2000 to M-K model to predict the effect of different yield criteria on the FLD in comparison with experimental data. They found that the theoretical results have satisfactory accuracy with experimental data based on Yld2000 yield criterion. Sheng and Mallick [26] proposed the new ductile failure criterion under plane stress condition to predict the forming limit sheet metal. Critical damage as were defined as a function of strain path and initial sheet thickness and treated localized necking as a failure. The function can be used to predict FLC under linear and bilinear strain paths and failure in strong nonlinear strain path condition.
Due to high levels of the fluid pressure in industrial metal forming such as hydroforming, considering the influence of normal stress is necessary to compute the strain based forming limit diagram. The material response subjected to very high hydrostatic pressure was experimentally examined by Bridgman [27] . The experimental data show that the ductility of material increases under hydrostatic pressure. The doublesided hydraulic pressure to a tubular hydroforming operation was introduced by Fuchs [28] . He found that in the expansion of tube forming the ratio of stress is efficient.
Assempour et al. [29] studied the effect of normal stress on FLD based on the M-K model for AA6011 and STKM-11A, which the compared with experimental data. Their results indicate that the normal compressive stress has the positive effect on the formability of sheet metal. Considering the two types of pre-straining and through-thickness normal stress, the influence of strain path was investigated by Hashemi and Abrinia [30] to predict the FLC based on modified M-K model. Nurcheshmeh and Green [31] considered the effects of strain path non-linearity and the normal stress based on the M-K theory to predict the FLC of AISI-1012, AA6011, and STKM-11A. They observed a satisfactory agreement between the numerical and experimental data. Zhang et al. [32] studied numerical analysis to investigate the influence of through-thickness normal stress and material anisotropy on FLD of AA5XXX and AA6011 aluminum alloy using Barlat's yield function, Barlat 1989 , into M-K method. They showed a formability improvement of AA5XXX and AA6011 aluminum alloy sheet metal by increasing the through-thickness normal stress. The effect of different plane stress yield criteria, including Hill's 48, Barlat89 and Yld2003 yield criteria into M-K method was carried out by Zhang et al. [33] to predict the FLC for AA6111-T3 aluminum alloy. Moreover, FLC, effective strain forming limit curve (eFLC), stressbased forming limit curve (FLSC) and extended stress-based forming limit curve (XSFLC) prediction by considering the effect of through-thickness normal stress was numerically calculated by considering a modified M-K model combined. The influence of through-thickness normal stress on FLDs of the 5A06-O aluminum alloy with ductile fracture criterion was carried out experimentally and compared to the Abaqus/Explicit simulation results by Yang et al. [34] . Mirfalah Nasiri et al. [35] investigated the effect Post-print of "SM Mirfalah Nasiri, A Basti, R Hashemi, A Darvizeh, Effects of normal and throughthickness shear stresses on the forming limit curves of AA3104-H19 using advanced yield criteria, normalized uniaxial yield stresses, directional r-value and for AA3104-H19 aluminum alloy under plane stress condition. Moreover, the effect of normal stress on forming limit curve was investigated based on Yld2011 yield criterion. The influence of out of plane compressive stresses on the prediction of strain localization was described by using the bifurcation theory and the initial imperfection approach by Ben Battaieb and Abed-Meraim [36] . The numerical predictions of limit strains were shown that the impact of out of plane compressive stresses was highlighted on the enhancement of sheet metal formability.
Although plane strain and equibiaxial stretching states are the most commonly seen when manufacturing parts of different geometrical shapes, the studies have clarified the improved formability and deformation stability by using experimental and FEM analysis in the incremental sheet forming deformation [37] . The effect of through-thickness shear stress state on the sheet metal formability in some sheet metal forming such as incremental sheet forming processes are most important to investigate the instability and the onset of localized necking. Few researches were focused to study the influence of through-thickness shear stress state on the FLC. Allwood and Shouler [38] considered all six components of the stress tensor in sheet metal forming and proposed a generalized forming limit diagram (GFLD). The M-K model was modified by Eyckens et al. [39, 40] sheet metal under normal stress is more sensitive than the TTS.
2-Theoretical approach and solution methodology
The in-plane stress states are not appropriate assumption in some sheet metal forming process such as incremental sheet forming. However, the traditional M-K theory, as shown in figure (1), can be modified for general stress state, including the normal and through-thickness shear stresses.
Considering the anisotropic advanced yield functions along with the modified M-K theory, the formability of AA3104-H19 sheet metal under proportional loading is investigated. For this purpose, the stress tensor in the general state at homogeneous region can be considered as follows:
where is the stress in rolling direction (RD) and the coefficients are defined in terms of the tensor of stress.
Throughout the deformation, it can be assumed that these coefficients are constant and the stress in rolling direction increases steadily up to desirable deformation. The increment of strain also can be considered as linearly proportional as stress state [38] . 
can be alternatively calculated based on the volume constancy as follows:
An algorithmic chart of the solution procedure to compute of FLC based on the modified M-K model is similar to the traditional ones [35, 42] . At first step, by considering zero value for all strains and employing an appropriate yield function and hardening law, the effective strain increment can be assumed in the homogeneous region to calculate the strain and stress states. The advanced yield criterions including Yld96, Yld2004, and Yld2011 are proposed to satisfy the plastic behavior of aluminum alloys Post-print of "SM Mirfalah Nasiri, A Basti, R Hashemi, A Darvizeh, Effects of normal and throughthickness shear stresses on the forming limit curves of AA3104-H19 using advanced yield criteria, 
In Eq(6) , and are the weight factors which are related to the anisotropy of materials. is a coefficient which is equal to 8 for FCC and 6 for BCC material. , and are the principal value of the isotropic plasticity equivalent stress which is defined by the following linear transformation operator.
where and are the Chauchy stresses and a fourth order tensor respectively in which is calculated as follows: In Eq(8) are the material parameters. , and are defined as follows:
where is the transformation matrix between the principal directions of stress tensor and principal axes of anisotropy. , and are the anisotropic variable quantities. are the angle between the principal directions of and the anisotropic axes which are defined as:
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where A=276.0, B=43.6, C=116.2, D=2213.0 MPa.
Substituting Eqs (19) and (1) into Eq (6), Eq (13) or (16), the six components of stress in the first step can be calculated in the homogeneous region. Then the six components of strain increment can be computed by considering the flow rule, = ̅ ⁄ , and Yld96, Yld2004 or Yld2011 yield functions in the homogeneous region. Applying the rotation matrix, the stress and strain tensor in regions (a) can be calculated in the groove coordinates.
The angle of groove can be derived in any step of loading regarding strain increments in the homogeneous region according to [42, 45] :
In this step, seven unknown parameters including effective strain increment and six components of stress in the inhomogeneous region should be calculated. For this purpose, as depicted in figure (2) the force equilibrium over the interface between homogeneous and groove region can be indicated as:
The Eqs (24) and (25) can be written in terms of stress components as: 
In Eq (32), = ⁄ is the initial imperfection. In this study the initial imperfection coefficient was considered as = 0.992 for AA3104-H19 alloy [46, 47] . The strain compatibility condition in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous regions across the groove direction can be indicated as:
The surface traction on the surface in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous regions has been considered to be uniform as:
To calculate the stress and strain increment in the groove region, one can be combined the work hardening law, Eq (19) and one of the yield functions, Eq (6), Eq (13) or (16) 
3-Results and discussion
In this section firstly the effect of general stress state on the FLCs prediction, including FLD, FLSD, and XFLSD (Extended Forming Limit Stress Diagram) is studied by using of Yld2011 into the modified M-K theory for AA3104-H19 sheet metal. Then the GFLD predictions of AA3104-H19 sheet metal using Yld2011, Yld2004, and Yld96 are compared. In the previous work [35] has been shown that in the plane stress condition the Yld96 and Yld2011 yield criterion gives satisfactory accuracy corresponding to experimental data. For this reason, in this work, these two yield functions are considered to predict the GFLD of AA3104-H19 sheet metal.
3-1-Effect general stress state on the FLCs
Post-print of "SM Mirfalah Nasiri, A Basti, R Hashemi, A Darvizeh, Effects of normal and throughthickness shear stresses on the forming limit curves of AA3104-H19 using advanced yield criteria, The experimental data of single point incremental forming (SPIF) is available for limit material such as AA5754. As shown in figure (3) the limit strain of the AA5754 sheet metal is computed for tensiontension strain state (right-hand side of the FLD) in two kinds of sheet metal forming processes including general sheet metal forming process (plane stress state) and incremental sheet forming (out-of-plane stress) by considering the through-thickness shear stresses. As depicted in figure ( 3) a good agreement can be found between the present work to predict the FLD and experimental data [49] . The out-of-plane stress ratios for this validation test were extracted = −0.43, 0.02 < = < 0.1.
The effect of σ TTS Stress on the FLCs including FLD, FLSD, and XFLSD for AA3104-H19 sheet metal is depicted in figure (4a) to (4c) respectively. As shown in figure (4a) , the effect of σ TTS stress on the increasing of strain limit in the left-hand side of FLD including the tension-compression strain states is more considerable than of tension-tension strain states in the right-hand side ones. Moreover, by increasing the σ TTS stress, the stress limit decreases as depicted in figure (4b). Figure (4c) illustrates that the effective stress in terms of the TTS depends on the strain path which TTS increases the XFLSD in the equi-biaxial tension and decreases in the uniaxial tension. As illustrated in figure (5a) to (5c), the influence of σ TTS stress on the FLD, FLSD, and XFLSD for AA3104-H19 is similar to the effect of σ TTS stress qualitatively. The formability of sheet metal increases by considering this type of TTS.
Simultaneous effects of TTS and normal stress on the FLD, FLSD, and XFLSD of AA3104-H19 aluminum alloy sheet metal is shown in figure (6a) to (6c). Increasing of the strain limit along with an upward shift in the strain based limit diagram and decreasing of stress limit with a downward shift in the stress based limit diagram by considering the TTS and normal stress simultaneously can be observed.
The influence of stress component on the FLD and FLSD for AA3104-H19 sheet metal is compared with together in figure (7a-b) . One can be found that by applying the σ TTS stress has more considerable effect than the σ TTS stress to decrease of stress limit and increase the formability of sheet metal. In addition, the normal stress is more efficient than of TTS stresses to increase the formability of sheet metal as depicted in figure (7a-b) .
Figure (8) shows the sensitivity of the yield surface to stress component, including the TTS and the normal stresses. According to these results, one can conclude that the shear stress decreases the yield surface and normal stress shifts yield surface along the equi-biaxial compression direction and principal in-plane stress in the tension-tension region would reduce which results in the sheet formability increase.
Moreover, minimum and maximum of tensile yield stress correspond to normal stress and plane stress conditions respectively. Adding the σ TTS stress, σ TTS stress and normal compressive stress on the plane stress condition independently, the yield stress in tension-tension region decreases which increases the formability of sheet metal respectively. By increasing the formability of sheet metal, the limit strain Post-print of "SM Mirfalah Nasiri, A Basti, R Hashemi, A Darvizeh, Effects of normal and throughthickness shear stresses on the forming limit curves of AA3104-H19 using advanced yield criteria, on the plane stress condition independently and respectively the limit strain increases in which these important results concluded latter in figure (7).
3-2-Effect of Yld96, Yld2004, and Yld2011 on the GFLDs Yld2011 yield functions are displayed in Table 1 . As the table illustrates by applying the normal compressive stress along with the TTS, one can be increased the limit strain up to 25% for AA3104-H19 aluminum alloy.
4-Conclusion
In this investigation, based on the modified M-K theory along with the two advanced anisotropic yield functions including the Yld96, Yld2004, and Yld2011, the simultaneous effects of TTS and normal stresses on the FLD, FLSD, and XFLSD of AA3104-H19 aluminum alloy were numerically investigated.
The set of nonlinear equations was solved by employing the Newton-Raphson numerical method to calculate the stress component and effective strain increment. A force equilibrium condition and Post-print of "SM Mirfalah Nasiri, A Basti, R Hashemi, A Darvizeh, Effects of normal and throughthickness shear stresses on the forming limit curves of AA3104-H19 using advanced yield criteria, The following notation can be concluded of the present investigation.
1-Applying the TTS and normal stresses increases the limit strain and formability of AA3104-H19
alloy by considering the Yld96, Yld2004, and Yld2011 yield criteria.
2-In the out of plane shear stress condition, the σ TTS stress is more efficient than the σ TTS stress to decrease of stress limit and increase the formability of sheet metal by using of Yld96, Yld2004, and Yld2011 yield functions.
3-The normal stress has more considerable effect than of out of plane shear stress condition to increase the formability of sheet metal for both Yld96, Yld2004, and Yld2011 yield functions.
4-The GFLD analysis of AA3104-H19 indicates that the predicted limit strain by implementing of Yld96 and Yld2004 yield criteria are larger than of Yld2011 ones.
5-The percentage of FLD0 increase for different of loading GFLD by using of Yld2011 yield criterion is larger than of Yld96 ones. along the groove direction t. 
Figure caption

Highlights:
1-Generalized Forming Limit Diagram (GFLD) for AA3104-H19 alloy is investigated by employing Three advanced anisotropic yield criteria, including Yld96, Yld2004 and Yld2011.
2-The M-K model is modified by considering the normal and through-thickness shear (TTS) stresses.
3-The GFLD analysis of AA3104-H19 indicates that the predicted limit strain by implementing of Yld96 yield criterion is the largest.
4-The normal stress has more considerable effect than of out of plane shear stress condition to increase the formability of sheet metal. 
